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BRITISH LABEL OUTLINES WHY FIRST EVER GLOBAL DEAL WITH SOLO ARTIST IS ‘REALLY FAIR’

Cooking Vinyl aiming for US success
with global Billy Bragg campaign

LABELS

! BY TIM INGHAM

C

ooking Vinyl is gunning
for six-figure global sales
of Billy Bragg’s upcoming
album, as it reveals why it
considers its service agreement
with the artist as “really fair”.
The release of Tooth & Nail
on March 18 will represent
the sixth time that Bragg has
signed a contract with Cooking
- but this is the first covering
the world.
Bragg has signed an
international services deal with
the company, which will see
Cooking handling distribution
and other responsibilities, whilst
Bragg holds onto the copyright.
It is not dissimilar in that respect
to a deal Cooking signed with
Amanda Palmer last year, for
Theatre Is Evil - the album
which was spawned after she
raised over $1m on
crowdsourcing site Kickstarter.
When Music Week asked
Cooking Vinyl founder Martin

Goldschmidt if the label could
still make money on these types
of deal, he said: “Definitely.
Basically the way a services deal
works is we take a much smaller
margin, but it’s not as simple as
that: we take a percentage of
income, say 25%, then the costs
[i.e. marketing, promotion etc.]
come out. Then all the change
left after that goes to the artist.
“When the record comes out
there is loads of cost. Three years
later when all the costs are paid,
we’re not doing a lot of work and
we’re not making a lot of money.
The artist then gets 75% of the
money - so for every £1 on
iTunes they get 75p. They’re on a
really good deal. When we’re
working hard, we’re doing well;
when we’re in a caretaker role,
the artist is earning all the
money. That’s really fair.”
Music Week understands that
Cooking was in a race to sign
Bragg for the US against
respected Warner-owned imprint
Nonesuch, which was involved in
the artist’s 1998 collaboration
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with Wilco, Mermaid Avenue.
Goldschmidt said that his label
had made a “very strong financial
commitment to marketing and
promotion of Billy’s album in the
US”. Following US sales of more
than 100,000 units of Marilyn
Manson’s Cooking-issued album
Born Villain last year, the
company is hopeful of another sixfigure release with Bragg’s new LP.

When asked if the services
deals that Cooking offers artists
were now attracting more
established artists to the label,
Goldschmidt replied: “They
definitely are, yes. It varies - some
artists want traditional record
deals. The key thing is your track
record at delivering results.
“That’s the be-all-and-endall. It’s great to get a great deal,

but if you mess up someone’s
career, where are you? You can
get a cheap car but if doesn’t
work you’re screwed.”
Billy Bragg’s Tooth & Nail
draws on personal rather than
political themes and was recorded
in January 2012, produced by
Grammy-award winner Joe
Henry (Solomon Burke, Aimee
Mann, Elvis Costello, Loudon
Wainwright III, Hugh Laurie).
Bragg first partnered with
Cooking Vinyl in 1993 on a
reissue of his Back To Basics LP.
Said the artist of his new deal:
“When I first signed to Cooking
Vinyl, it was all fields around
here. I'm really pleased to still be
part of their ongoing success
story, especially now they have
built up momentum in America
and the rest of the world.
“As someone who believes
that artists should own their
rights, I am proud to work
with a label that leads in serviceonly deals which help us all to
make a living in the new digital
record industry."

Alt-J, The xx, Enter Shikari and
Netsky do battle for IMPALA award
European independent music
trade body IMPALA has
revealed the shortlist for its
prestigious annual album prize.
The IMPALA European
Independent Album of the Year
Award is back for its third
edition, with voting now taking
place on an 18-album shortlist to
decide this year’s winner.
This European Mercury-style
award celebrates the musical
talent and diversity of
independent European releases.
The trade body says that the
competition “promotes
exceptional artists and the
independent sector alike”.
The winner will be selected by
a jury of IMPALA Board

members, who have four weeks
to vote. Adele won the 2012
award with her album 21.
Helen Smith, executive chair,
IMPALA commented: “The
shortlist demonstrates the
diversity of independent music
throughout Europe. The judges,
using entirely open criteria, will
choose quite simply the album
they believe is the most
exceptional of the year.”
The ‘European Independent
Album of The Year’ award was
launched in 2011, together with
the annual ‘Outstanding
Contribution to European
Music’ award, to mark the 10th
anniversary of IMPALA.
IMPALA has once again

teamed up with Spotify to
compile a nominees playlist,
available on its website.
This year’s nominated albums
are (listed in alphabetical order
by artist / name of the album /
record label):
Afterhours – Padania (Germi)
Alt-J – An Awesome Wave
(Infectious)
Compact Disco – Sound Of
Our Hearts (CLS)
Cro – Raop (Chimperator)
Django Django – Django
Django (Because Music)
El Perro Del Mar – Pale Fire
(Ingrid)
Enter Shikari – A Flash Flood
of Colour (Ambush Reality)

First Aid Kit – The Lion's Roar
(Wichita)
Frenkie – Troyanac (Menart)
John Talabot – ƒIN (Permanent
Vacation)
Jukka Poika – Yhdestä puusta
(Suomen Musiikki)
Kaizers Orchestra – Violeta
Violeta Vol. III (Petroleum
Records)
The Kyteman Orchestra – The
Kyteman Orchestra (Kytopia)
Libar – Libar (Menart)
Netsky – 2 (Hospital Records)
Norberto Lobo – Mel Azul
(Mbari)
Shaka Ponk – The Geeks and
The Jerkin' Socks (Tôt ou Tard /
Wagram)
The xx – Coexist (XL)

